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EDITOR'S MESSAGE 
by John Gross 

I am writing this month 's "Editor's Message" from a hotel room in 
Waikiki. We are here doing the annual LightWave training in Hawaii (it's 
a tough job, but someone's got to do it) . I would rather be lying on the 
beach at this point, but duty calls, lmd I'm a dutiful kind of guy. I like to 

think the information contained in L WPRO is timely, even if the newsletter 
might not always be ... I guess I'll have to take credit for that. It's not as easy 
as I thought it was going to be to get a bunch of writers to turn in their work 
on time. And of course, no matter how many wtiters turn in articles on time 
(you know who you are-I could count you on Homer Simpson's hand), 
there are always a few wtiters that straggle along (you know who you are). To 
top it all off, I'm usually the one that's tl1e latest (just ask me how many "Dear 
John" columns I have due). 

Anyway, now tl1at I have cleverly made some excuses and hopefully laid a 
few guilt trips, I can't help but feel I have been slightly remiss in keeping you up 
to date witl1 changes in LWPRO. By now, you've probably noticed tlHl color cov
ers (that's a joke) . A few people have asked about the resolutions of these 
images. They are printed at 2640x2 {0 at 300 dpi, but only a few have been 
rendered at that resolution (the LightWave hallway on July's cover, for 
instance). A few were rendered in Print Resolution (like tllis month's cover) 
and one was even rendered in High Resolution (no, it wasn'tJune's-see if you 
can figure it out). 

In tl1e premiere issue of LWPRO, I said that each issue would cover a different 
lightWave topic. It took me about 9-10 issues to realize that was going to be a diffi
cult order to keep filling. While topics for articles abound, it can be an arduous 
task to compile seven or eight articles about tl1e same subject. Witl1 tllis in mind, 
I've gone to a more "open" style for issues where a number of different subjects 
are covered in one issue. There will still be issues devoted to entire topics (when I 
can tllink of them). 

see Editor's Message, page 5 
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Replacement 
Animation 
R eplacement animation? "Huh, what's that? I've 

never heard of that. What good is it?" Most 
people respond the smne way when hearing 

this term for the first time. 
Replacement mlimation is simply the replacing of one 

object for anotlJer or nem·ly sinlliar object. To be a little 
more specific, an example of replacement animation 
would involve a scene showing a d1ipping area of water. 
Tllis is a common sight after most rainstorms. First, the 
water flows to a low spot on the edge of a window frame. 
As the water collects, a small teardrop shape begins to 
form in the lowest ~u·ea. Then, as the teardrop grows in 
size, its weight overcomes the smface tension. Suddenly, 
the teardrop separates from tl1e main area of water m1d 
ruips downward. 

Willie it may be easy to imagine or even draw these 
four steps, in UghtWave, it's not quite as easy. And witl10ut 
the replacement animation teclulique, it would be nem·ly 
impossible to accomplish. 

Willie there ~u·e many more uses of replacement mli

mation, our technique involves using four objects. The 
first is a flat plane with numerous faces that have been 
Uipled. The second object is a form of the first object
plmle. With the tllird object we will continue to finesse 
tl1e drop shape until it reaches tl1e point just prior to the 
break. The final two objects will complete the break. 
The first will resemble the first plmJe witl1 a slight bump 
in the ntiddle of the plane. We can reuse one of the 
above shapes for the plane. The second will be the 
teardrop shape that falls below us. 

If at tllis point, tl1e above explanation seems a bit 
much or even over your head, stick with me. I feel that 
one of tbe ke~ ·uies e.vecy animator mus..t follow is to 
study nature. While some nlight say, "The water drips," 
you and I boti1 know that ti1ere are numerous specific 
steps that occur when a drop of water falls. An anima
tor must know how to identify those steps and mentally 
or physically make a list of the usehii steps he or she 
will need in order to complete the project. When, for 
example, Disney animators begin a sequence that 
involves wildlife, they study the specific creatures they 
will be drawing. Preplanning is a step too often over
looked by beginning animators. Get specific! You might 
even want to redraw the water drip sequence to 
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become a little more familiar with what we'll be model
ing, or even go make your own drip. Whatever ti1e case, 
study, study, study. 

On the teclulical side, in tllis aiiicle, we'll be cover
ing spline modeling, metafornling, transfornling poly
gons and points, and finally, we'll quickly cover some 
ideas bellind our use of envelopes. Let's get started. 

The Objects 
We'll begin in Modeler. In the lower left-hand win

dow, the front view, we need to create five points. As you 
cm1 see in Figure I, these points will make up tl1e shape 
of our water plane m1d water drop. After entering the 
points, deselect all of tl1em. Click, in order, tl1e first and 
second points (again, see Figure 1) and then press Ctrl-

Figure 1 

p to make a spline. Re-select the second, third, fourth 
and fiftl1 points and again enter Ctrl-p to make a spline. 
There is a specific difference in tl1e two splines we have 
created (Figure 2). \VIllie the first is a straight line, the 
second is a curve. Remember, when spline modeling, 
two points that are conl)ected become a Slcaight spline
line. Three or rnore_points fo(m a spline-curve. 

Make sure when creating two-point splines that you 
do not acddentally create two-point polygons. To illustrate 
the difference, go to a new layer and enter four points, then 
de-select them. Select two of the points and pre.ss Ctrl-p. 
Now, select the otl1er two points m1d pre.ss (p). 

They look pretty much the smne, don 't they? Under 
Polygon select mode, select both lines. The first differ-

by Glen David Miller 

Figure 2 

ence to be noted is that the spline has a small "head" on 
one end. Also, when looking in the polygon stats window 
(w), you will see tl1at tlJere are two polygons, one face 
~md one curve. Figure 3 shows all of tl1e final possibilities 
you nlight run into. The first shape is our object with a 
spline-curve; the second shows multi two-point segments 
that have been smoothed ( Ctrli) to form curved splines· 
the tltird shows all two-point splines; m1d finally, tl1e last 
object shows two-point polygons or faces. The overall 
wanting is tltis: a face won't patch and it won 't smooth. A 
spline won 't render. Remember to keep yo ur p's and 
Ctrl-p's straight. 

Go back to the otiginal layer. Now that we have tiJe 
basic cross-section of our object, go to the Multiply 
menu m1d select Lathe. Align your Lathe axis with the 
fifth point of our object rumling along Modeler's Y axis. 

Figure 3 



Figure 4 

Select Numeric and enter 4 into the number of sections. 
Lathe the object. Our raindrop doesn't look too smooth, 
does it? Since the o!Jject is made up ot quad~ , it is the 
~'feet subject for Modeler's Metaform tool. Go to the 

Polygon Menu and select Subdiv. Under the subdivide 
menu that appears, select Metaform. After Metaform 
finishes working its magic, you'll see that the object is 
smoother. Metaform it again . See Figure 4 for the 
desired shape. 

Save this object as "Drop 2. " Copy the object and 
paste it into another layer. Place this copy in the back
ground and re-select the original layer as the current 
foreground layer. Use the Volume select mode to 
choose only the polygon that make up the lower drop 
segment (Figure 5). 

Your next step is to select the Taper2 tool. Using 

Figure 5 

EDITOR'S MESSAGE 
continued from page 3 

Along those lines, it's inlportant for you to remember 
that tltis newsletter is for you. We used to say tl1at tltis was 
a newsletter for serious (whatever tlutt melms) UghtWave 
animators. But tl1e cover is now more accurate. This is a 
newsletter for UghtWave aninlators. As both the UghtWave 
market and our readersltip continue to grow, we are re-Jl
izing tl1at not evetyone out tl1ere is a master UghtWave 
user. Acntally, less-expetienced users are the majority. 

We have tried to meet tl1e demand for more begirmer
type elements by inCOt1Jorating articles and columns such 
as "LightWave 101." However, we will always have in
depth articles like tltis montl1's "Replacement Animation." 

It is a difficult mix to blend each montl1, ~md that's 

Numeric, select + Sense, Ease In, Y Axis, and then 
finally, Keep. While holding the left mouse button, 
move your mouse (centered on the object in the Top 
view) and taper both sides of the drop of water. Save 
this object as "Drop 3." 

Go to a new layer and place the drip layer (the 
layer you were just working in) in the background. ln 
the front view, add points around the right-hand edge 
of the dtip shape in the front view in the form of the 
side of a water drip. Make sure that your first and last 
points fall on the Y axis line of the original drip shape. 
Turn these points into a spline by pressing Ctrl-p. Next, 
lathe the shape around the Y. If you want, count the 
number of edges and match this second drip object to 
the first drip, but it isn 't important. Save tltis object as 
"Water Drip." 

Now go back to the second layer (the one we 
copied the first time) and choose Stretch. Place your 
pointer on the same level as the flat plane and stretch 
your object until the drip shape becomes almost a flat 
section of the plane. Save tltis object as "Drop l." 

The Animation 
Enter Layout. Load all of your objects in the follow

ing order: Drop1 , Drop2 , Drop3, and finally, Water 
Drip. Here is where the fun comes in . If at any time 
you feellight(wave)-headed, slow down and reread 
this section. 

Under the Objects panel, select your Current 
Object as "Drop!. " Under Metamorph Target, 
select "Drop2." Next, clumge your Current Object to 
"Drop2." Place "Drop3" as the Metamorph Target of 
"Drop2." Also, set the Object Dissolve of "Drop2" to 
100 percent. Next, change your Current O!Jject to 
"Drop3." Here, the only step you must perform is to 
set "Drop3's" Object Dissolve setting to 100 percent. 

Returning to "Drop I ," the following settings need 
to be entered into the Metamorph Envelope (E !Jut
ton). Create keyfran1es as listed with the given values 
and bias settings: 

Keyframe Value Bias 
0 0% 0.0 
30 100% -1.00 
36 100% 1.00 

where you come in. We can't know how well we ru·e meet
ing your expectations without you telling us. We want your 
suggestions, comments, tips ~md complaints. You can send 
mail or faxes to our offices listed in the masthead, or e
mail to myself (electronic addresses also listed in mast
heltd) or to}im l'lmll on CompuSetve at 72242,1623. 

I'd also like to talk about the LIVPRO disks. I hope 
these have been valuable (again, you have to let us know). 
Sometimes, tl1ere doesn't seem to be enough material to 
make a disk wortlnvhile for a particular issue, so I've 
decided to start including this "low disk" infmmation on 
tl1e next disk to go out. Therefore, it may be possible in tl1e 
funtre to receive a disk tl1at has items from a couple of clif-

37 21% -0.48 
44 22% 0.0 
47 23% 0.0 
51 12% 0.0 
59 9% 0.0 
65 44% 0.0 

Now move to "Drop2," and enter the following set
tings into the Metamorph Envelope: 

Keyframe Value Bias 
0 0% 0.0 
20 0% 1.00 
35 100% 0.0 
36 0% 0.0 

Since "Drop3" has no envelope, leave it bhmk. 
Move to the "Water Drip" object and enter the follow
ing settings into the Object Dissolve envelope: 

Keyframe Value Bias 
0 100% 0.0 
36 100% 1.00 
37 0% 0.0 
The only other step is to keyframe th e "Water 

Drip" object at a slightly lowered position than the 
"drip" at frame 36. The objects should overlap. Then, 
place the "Water Drip" object much lower out of 
frame falling down the Y axis and keyframe the object 
somewhere around frame 60. Now, after saving the 
scene make a preview. You should see the drop of 
water form and then break off and fall. 

You advanced animators might have noticed that 
the morph tacget envelo Jes overlap at times. This 
allows a smoother morph from object to object across 
a range of objects, rather than an A to B movement 
followed by a B to C movement. 

This scene and objects are included on this 
month 's L WPRO disk. In a future article, I'll cover 
morph targets, cross-morphing and envelopes in 
more detaiL 

Glen . Miller is one of the newest animators to 
join the Amblin Imaging team. Striving to become a 
digital creature expert, he animates while listening 
to jimmy Buffett, Tori Amos and Patty Loveless. He 
can be reached on CompuServe at 732233535. 

ferent issues. You'll notice tltis happening 1vith this issue. 
For m1y articles that mention disk infonnation, you 1vill see 
it on tl1e next disk. 

Before closing, I want to offer a large ''TI1ank You" to all 
of tl1e people who help create LIVPRO evety month. Many of 
you m·e mentioned in the masthead, but tl1ere m·e some of 
tl10se who aren't, m1d I just would like to send out a well
desetved tl1mlks to all of you. I certainly couldn't do tltis 
alone (remember-! can't even get articles in on time) . 

In m10ther year, I'll fill you in on evetytlting tl1at hap
pens between now and tl1en ... (grin). 
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Digital 
Cinematography 
A s computer-generated graphics are used at an 

ever-increasing rate to augment live action, it 
becomes extremely important for us "CGI 

people" to understand how our craft relates directly to 
on-set cinematography. As we have reviewed in past 
issues, creating a real-world effect in CGI is usually a 
much more involved task than many realize. 
Programmers don't consciously try to make our work 
difficult; it isn't easy creating some effects in the com
puter without massive computing power. Even packages 
with longer histories of involvement in tl1e entertain
ment industry don 't always have a direct relationship 
from their workspace to the tools used on set. 

Take, for example, a soft light effect. The tlJeory to 
build a real soft box is to bounce light around a white 
box, then out one end covered with a heavy, yet translu
cent material. On set, most gaffers can produce a soft 
box in their sleep, knowing with confidence that this 
simple design has been used effectively for years. The 
laws of physics never enter a conscious level of tl10ught. 

To program a soft box light type in a program such 
as LightWave would require massive rendering power 
and would most likely be too time-intensive. Just the 
thought of tl1e number of light rays splitting and bounc
ing around tlJe inside of tl1at box must give most pro
grammers tl1e shakes! Though it would be nice to have 
a button for everytlling a cinematographer uses on the 
set, it isn't really necessary, since most effects are possi
ble with our current tools. As many of my fellow aninla
tors are fond of saying, "It'll just take a little messing 
around to make it work." 

In future issues, we will examine how to make the 
tools at hand work in almost any application. But first , 
let's take a walk through LightWave and touch on some 
areas tlJat have a direct relation to live action photog
raphy. 

Scene Overview 
In tlJe film industry, a scene is usually described as a 

sequence of related shots. In LightWave, we use a scene 
to describe a single shot. The Scene Overview (Scene 
panel) feantre allows you to exanline tlJe layout of your 
shot at any time. On set, a script supervisor, also known 
as "continuity," keeps track of each take and d1e actions 
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that take place within it. If an actor raises a drinking 
glass witl1 his right hand, tlJe sclipt supervisor is tlJere to 
ensure that in each subsequent take and any "coverage" 
(otl1er :mg[es of the s:Ulle action, such as close-ups) , the 
actor uses tlw same hand. 

Using LightWave's Scene Overview allows you to 
sntdy each element, its keyfran1ing, and :my hierarcllies 
tlJat it is involved in. Suppose you are animating a com
plex hierarchical design, such as a robot, and the 
pieces loaded in the scene are not in order. Scene 
Overview will display tl1e llierarchy in order for you. 

Simply start with the shoulder, then highlight the 
upper arm in the Scene Overview. This selects that 
object in layout so that you don 't have to search the 
object list for your arm. Compared to the rest of 
LightWave, Scene Overview is hardly a complex feanu·e, 
but it is a handy one to have. 

Light Types 
As I mentioned at the strut of this column, most 3D 

software packages lack the exact duplicate of equip
ment found on a live action set. This, however, is not a 
problem to us creative types, since we can create ruly
tlling witl1 tl1e tools at hand, tight? The functions of tl1e 
three light types LightWave has to offer can simulate 
almost any form of practical lamp if used correctly. 

A Distant light should be used in linlited instances. 
Since tllis light is an overall light from a single source, it 
is best used to simulate sunlight for day extetior scenes, 
or space, where tl1e keylight source is usually tlJe sun. 
Remember, you crumot put falloff on a distant source, 
nor can an object move into or out of tllis light unless 
tl1e light is blocked by another object (ru1d raytraced). 

As you may recall, I have a11 aversion to using runbi
ent light. Though it does serve its purpose in limited sit
uations, I feel it is better to imply ambient light from tl1e 
source creating it. 

For example, the sun emits light rays that strike our 
atmosphere, and eventually tl1e ground. Though many 
rays reach the ground, many otlwrs ru·e reflected and 
refracted by pruticles and debris in the air. Tllis is what 
produces some of tlJe ambient liglll visible to your eye. 
A good practice to help simulate tllis in 3D when mak
ing your sunlight is to apply raytracing settings to create 
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realistic (yet often hru·sh) shadows. Once you have set 
tllis light, clone it, rename tlJe new light as "Ambient" 
and remove the shadow options for tllis light. By setting 
the intensity to one-eighth or so of tlw sunlight intensity, 
a sense of ambient light is created from the actual 
source direction. In addition, radiosity for a day exteri
or cru1 be sinlulated 1vith a distant light pointing in tl1e 
opposite direction of tlJe main light. Keep tlJe intensity 
low to avoid overfilling your object. 

Spot Lights can function as most other forms of 
light. For exan1ple, one of tlJese lights with Spot Soft 
Edge Angle set to zero simulates ru1 open face or lens
less lamp on set. Following is a list of practical motion 
picture lrunps and a suggested setting for the corre
sponding LightWave light. These settings are intentional
ly vague. It is important to experiment with each to 
acllieve the desired look. Avoid using these as plug :md 
play values. Remember, each situation is different, and 
it is important to find your own look: 

L:U11p Type: Open Face (no lens) 
LW Light Type: Spot Light 
Color Temp: Wllite or slightly wru·m 
Features: Raytraced, no soft edge angle, 

low falloff, low cone angle 

Lamp Type: 
LW Light Type: 
Color Temp: 
Feantres: 

Lamp Type: 
LW Light Type: 
Color Temp: 
Features: 

Lamp Type: 
LW Light Type: 
Color Temp: 
Features: 

Fresnel lamp 
Spot Light 
Wllite or slightly warm 
Raytraced, some soft edge 
angle medium falloff, med. 
cone angle 

HMI (daylight lamp) 
Spot Light 
Slightly blue 
Raytraced, some soft edge angle, 
low falloff, medium cone angle 

Soft Light 
Spot Ught 
Slightly wru·m 
Raytraced, high soft edge 
angle, lligh falloff, 
wide cone angle 



Lamp Type: 
LW Light Type: 
Color Temp: 
Features: 

Arc lamp 
Spot Light 
\Vltite 
Raytraced, no soft edge angle, 
low falloff, wide cone lmgle, 
ltigh intensity 

\Vl1at do all those lamp types mean? We've talked 
about soft lights before, but the otl1ers are as follows: 

Open face-any motion picture lan1p with no lens 
to focus the light being emitted, creating a harsher, 
non-softened light. 

Fresnel lamp-any motion picture lamp using a 
fresnel lens to focus light emitted. A fresnel lens is a 
piece of glass with ridges that help direct and focus 
light (Figure I). As the bulb behind the lens is moved 
forward and back, the lightbeam becomes tighter or 
wider. 

HMI-daylight (5200 degrees Kelvin , nominal) 
balanced light. 

Arc Lamp--daylight balanced light created by an 
electrical arc between two carbon rods. 

As discussed above, many lights have sharp shadows 
while others have more diffuse shadows. Choosing 
between raytraced shadows and shadow mapping can 
help sinmlate botl1 types. Though shadow mapping will 
create a fairly realistic soft-edged shadow, it requires a 
higher setting the closer you are to the shadow, and 
tlms more memory. 

Figure l : Fresnel lenses. 

Camera Panel 
The camera panel contains the greatest collection of 

settings to help simulate live action photography. For 
those of you who are content producing full CGI shots, 
the following discussion may not apply (though it may 
be interesting). 

From my standpoint, the truest form of an effect is 
one tl1at is invisible to the viewer. Granted, many effects 
are readily noticeable, largely since many of them are 
monsters, spaceships or aliens. These stand out not 
because tl1ey are unbelievable, but ratl1er because our 
subconscious mind, and often our conscious mind, 
knows tl1at tl1ese tltings cannot exist. The best an effect 
of this type can hope for is to provide a momentary sus
pension of disbelief. jurassic Park, for exan1ple, had 
CGI dinosaurs. Though these were perhaps the most 

realistic creatures ever created in the computer, they 
still stood out because we know that dinosaurs don 't 
exist. This doesn 't make them any less thrilling to 
watch, but the effect is visible. In a movie like Forrest 
Gump, however, many of the effects went unnoticed. I 
actually had several effects-savvy friends of mine ask if 
Gary Sinese was truly handicapped (and you tell me you 
didn't think Tom Hanks was actually playing ping 
pong). This is tl1e purest form of special visual effect. 

To create these effects, it is important to understand 
how many of tl1e feann·es of the camera panel apply to 
live action photography. 

Basic Resolution settings are fairly straightforward. 
The lowest resolution usable in tl1e professional world is 
Medium Resolution. With Low Antialiasing, the image 
generated is tl1e equivalent of DI video resolution, the 
highest-quality video available today. (It is important to 
remember when outputting to Dl to set the Pixel 
Aspect Ratio to Dl for proper image sizing.) 

Film resolution varies depending on the output 
medium (e.g., 35mm, 65mm, VistaVision, etc.). Many 
facilities generate 1 K files and size up to 2K for film 
recording. Though lK is a fairly non-specific figure 
considering tl1e number of image sizes this ntight sug
gest, the industry standard resolution when referring to 
this number is 1 024x768. 2K usually implies 
2048x1536. Wlille scaling from lK to 2K for scan1ting 
to film can be an acceptable solution to l1igh rendering 
times, it is recommended that you render the highest 
resolution possible approaching your ultimate target 
resolution. 2K is suggested to maintain sufficient pixel 
density on the negative. Remember, use square pixels 
when rendering frames for film output. 

\Vllen matclting live action footage, it is important to 
match the CG! lens \vith the actual camera lens. Though 
LightWave uses a zoom factor setting, an Equivalent 
Lens display is provided. Below are a list of common 
35mm motion picture film lens sizes and tlwir equiva
lent zoom factor settings: 

35mm film Lens 
9mm 
15mm 
20mm 
25Ifl111 
35mm 
40mm 
50mm 
85mm 
JOOmm 
150nun 

LightWave Zoom Factor 
1.2 
2 
2.6 
3.3 
4.6 
5.3 
6.6 
10.6 
13.3 
20 

Accurate framing of the CGI camera is crucial for 
matc!ting any live action. Though a Safe Areas function 
is provided under the Options panel, it is sometimes 
unclear to some as to tl1e accuracy of these markings. 

For video resolution, tl1e entire layout screen is ren
dered as the visible image. Remember, however, that 
not all televisions can display tl1e entire viewable area, 
called "TV Raster." Though it is fun to hope that all 
your animations will be viewed on the best 1elevisions, 

you must take into account the lowest common denom
inator, including the 9-inch black and wltite television. 
Always frrune your work slightly inside the fran1e of the 
layout screen to avoid cutting off any important infor
mation. 

For motion picture work, there is no safe area func
tion for the vru·ious aspect ratios. Turning on tl1e "safe 
areas" display shows an example of television , or 
action, safe (the outer lines) and title safe (the inner 
lines). Television safe is the area of picnn-e that is visi
ble on most television sets. Actually, larger monitors 
\vill display an area greater than suggested by tl1e larger 
box. The smaller box, title safe, is tl1e suggested \videst 
fram ing for any title information, such as a logo or 
credit. Note that you Gm only see the safe areas when 
viewing your scene through the Camera view. 

By activating the Letterbox function (Camera 
panel), a set of dotted lines \vill appear on the layout 
screen to approximate l :85 aspect for stru1dru·d 35mm 
theatrical film (the LightWave letterbox function is actu
ally a 2-to-l ratio). This \vide-screen aspect ratio is t11e 
standard projected size for 35mm film. The number 
acn1ally means a unit of I in height by 1.85 units in 
\vidth. By using a special lens on tl1e production cam
era, the photographed imaged can be squeezed to a 
predetermined size, wltich, when projected through a 
similar lens that unsqueezes the image, creates the 
much larger 2:35 aspect ratio, describing a frame 1 
mtit in height by 2.35 units \vide. Tltis is what is com
monly referred to as anamorphic or Cinemascope. 
Films that are shot on 35mm film but intended for 
release in 70mm are usually shot in anamorpltic. The 
Letterbox function simulates tl1e 1:85 aspect ratio, but 
remember to shut this function off before rendering 
your shot since tltis setting \vill draw black bars on the 
top and bottom of the frame. 

When scruming to film, the entire &·rune of film is 
exposed. The wide-screen look is produced by sliding a 
matte behind the lens of the theatre projector, not by 
limiting the area exposed on the film frame. If this 
matte was removed, you would see additional infonna
tion (probably the top of the set, a boom microphone, a 
crew member hanging out, etc.). It is inlportant to pro
vide tl1e film scanning service \vith a full frame of infor
mation. 

Motion picture llim projected at 24 &·ames per sec
ond (fps) displays a single frame for 1124 of a second, 
relying on persistence of vision to carry viewers to the 
next fnune. Video, however, works in a slightly different 
way. Played at 30 fps, each video &·ame is displayed not 
once, but !\vice. A frame is comprised of two "alternate 
line" fields of information. For smoother video anima
tions, you should use Field Rendering, with which 
you effectively get 60 images per second as opposed to 
30. This will definitely give you a smoother, yet still 
video-looking, effect. If you are trying to avoid a video 
look, stay away from field rendering. 

Depth of Field has been discussed mru1y times in 
this newsletter, ru1d I will save my analysis for a future 
column. It is impork'lnt to note, however, that lightWave 

see Digital Cinematography, page 9 
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LightWave & 
PHoto CD 
J ust about every selious Ught\Vave animator I 

know uses image maps in his 3D world. Many, 
like myself, get images from real-world tex

tures, usually via camcorder, videotape or prepackaged 
disk sets. Some also use texntres from CD-ROMs. But 
anotl1er area tllat many animators overlook is PhotoeD 
technology. 

Kodak introduced the PhotoCD a number of years 
ago, and those who have attended any of the yearly 
Consumer Electronic Shows have seen the demonstra
tions. It was a great idea: take any film , from any camera, 
and transfer it to a compact disc, ~md have your images 
preserved forever. You can even take existing pho
tographs and have tllem put on a disc. No photo albums 
to buy, no sifting tl1rough shoeboxes of photographs
just one simple compact disc. Sounds great, light? Well, it 
seems tl1at tlle ptice for a PhotoeD unit was just too much 
for tlle average consumer (anywhere from $600-$800), 
so tllere wasn't tl1e hype tllat Kodak had hoped for. 

The Technology 
It 's been said tllat one person's misfortune (in tllis 

case, one corporation's nlisfortune) is anotller's fortune. 
The PhotoeD never made it big in the home conswner 
market. Sometime last year, the prices on consumer 
PhotoeD players dropped dramatically, and I was able to 
take home a brand-new, top-of-tlle-line Kodak PhotoeD 
player for $I 79. Big deal, you say? To me it was. Before I 
moved into animation ~md before broadcast, I was stttdy
ing to be a photojournalist. Even tlwugh I had found my 
niche in 3D, including photography into my animations 
was always a great interest. Plus, I knew tl1e advantages 
of using ilnage maps in IJght\Vave. By usi11g a PhotoCD 
from the Kodak PhotoeD player, 1 was able to use tl1e 
video out directly illto il1put number one on my Toaster, 
1vitllout a TBC, and I didn 't have to deal lvitll shuttling 
tlu·ough video tape, ft·an1e-grabbing, tl1en stabilizing my 
in1ages. The PhotoCD unit lets me crop, enlarge or scale 
my in1ages before I grab, which is just one less step to go 
tl1rough in tlle computer. Any roll of film tllat you t.1ke 
pictures on can be developed onto a PhotoeD. Your local 
drugstore or photo shop can develop tlle CD for you. It's 
not vety expensive, and although prices vruy, you can 
expect to pay around $15 for a roll of 24 exposures. 
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Don't feel tllat you need to go to tlle best camera shop in 
town to have your film developed: every store sends your 
film out for processing to PhotoCDs, so shop ru·otmd. 
Wa!Mat1 usually does a pretty nice job, atld tttrnru·ound 
time is about seven to 10 days. You can also take existing 
negatives or prints and have them. transferred to a 
PhotoeD. Each elise holds up to 100 ilnages. 

What About My CD-ROM? 
Most of today's CD-ROMs, whetl1er internal or exter

nal, will read a PhotoCD. With the right CD-ROM soft
ware, such a ASIM CDFS (a PhotoCD manager that 
makes your CD-ROM readable) you cru1 grab images. 
This is a great way to go, especially if you are using t!Je 
standalone LightWave version. The standalone 
IJghtWave, obviously, has no Toaster, wllich means no 
frame-grabbing capabilities. Using ASIM CDFS, you cru1 
have a "contact sheet" of tl1e images on your PhotoeD. 
From tl1ere, you select tl1e particular image you want to 
load atld tell the computer where to save it. Tllis process 
works just fine; however, I've found that if you have 
frrune-grabbil1g capabilities, you're.better off. 

Through tlle CD-ROM, loading an inlage takes a few 
minutes, and saving it adds more time, because the 
image is uncompressed, sometimes consuming nearly 
SMBs of disk space. Then, you need to crop, scale and 
resave tl1e inlage before using it in IJghtWave. ASIM does 
let you flip or rot.1te tlle image, but cropping needs to be 
done in a paint progrrun, or more likely, through Art 
Depru·tment Professional or lmageFX. 

When you use tlle Kodak PhotoCD player and frame 
grab the image, the whole process takes less tllan one 
m.il1ute, atld as you may know, tlle more time you eatl 
save, the better. Also, tl1e PhotoCD mlit lets you crop and 
zoom into atly area of the image you desire. A remote 
control is provided, 1vith directional keys tl1at allow tl1e 
user to position a rectangular box anywhere on the 
image. Once you 've selected the area you want to 
enlarge, just !lit the button, ~mel you'll see tl1e blown-up 
image right on your mo11itor. If you want to scale atl 
inlage down for use as a diffusion map or an inlage in 
the distance, you can hit the full-view button on the 
PhotoCD player ~mel get atl image that is scaled down 50 
percent but maintains the proper aspect ratio. 

by Dan Ablan 

Image Quality 
Either way you choose, frame-grabbed or CD

ROM, there are bigger advantages to using PhotoCDs 
in your work. Making scenes appear realistic in 
LightWave is always a challenge, and the proper light
ing and surfacing are keys to creating that perfect 
look. I use image maps in just about evety animation, 
for simple reflections, image maps, bump maps, etc. 

By taking just an hour or two, using a 35mm canl
era and a good roll of film, you cru1 have a supply of 
texture maps better than anything you could buy, and 
these images will make your work more original and 
unique. For example, in the warehouse image in the 
color pages, 1 used a PhotoCD image of my win
dowsill as a diffusion map for the walls, wood beams 
and floor. By taking a single PhotoCD image and 
m~mipulating it a bit-cutting it up, darkening certain 
areas through ToasterPaint or some other paint pack
age-l now have different-looking PhotoeD images. I 
used a PhotoCD image of some rocks for the bumps 
in the tank. That particular rock texture has been 
used countless times for roughing up a surface, bump 
maps, specularity maps and helping add realism to 
my scenes. Figure 1 shows the actual image of the 
rocks that I grabbed from my PhotoeD. 

Probably the single best advantage of using 
PhotoeD technology in your animations is the quality. 
The image resolution of film looks so good that if you 

Figure l: This image of rocks started as a photograph 
and was grabbed into the Toaster through a Kodak 
PhotoeD unit. 



begin using CD images on a regular basis, you 'U have 
a difficult time when taking your images from video 
or pre-packaged sets. Also, with the image quality 
being so crisp, you can scale down the image, saving 
memory in LightWave, without much degradation to 
the final output. 

For example, if you were building a front hallway 
and wanted the camera to fly across the room, ending 
up on a closeup of a picture on a bookshelf or wall, 
and you grabbed that particular image from video, you 
would have to either (a) use a large image taking up 
too much memory, or (b) not travel in so close. By 
using PhotoCD image quality, you can have an image 
that takes up only 200K and still be able to travel up 
close to it. 

Figure 2 shows a front hallway. Total image memo
ry used is I. I 3MB. The floor is a vm·iation of the rock 
image (Figure 1) , and each photograph and texture is 
from PhotoCD, taken with 200 speed film and devel
oped at a small camera shop m·ound the corner. The 
closeup image in the color pages shows pictures on 
the wall that still look clear and sharp when the canl
era travels by, though each one is only about 200K. 

One thing to think about with PhotoCDs is putting 
your own pictures into your scenes. Carry your cam
era around with you and take pictures of whatever 
catches your eye. Take a picture of your blue jeans 

Digital Cinematography 
continued from page 7 

deptl1 of field does not function in tl1e exact way real
world depth of field does. Though LightWave is based 
on values found when using a real camera and lens, 
tl1ere is no cotTelation between the amount of light in 
your scene ~md the depth of field. 

As described in most technical numuals, Depth of 
Field is a clirect correlation between the amount of light 
reaching the film plane, the size of tl1e ape1ture opening 
m1d the size of the lens. To break it down to basics: tl1e 
smaller your aperture (and the larger your F-Stop), the 
greater the depth of field (more in focus); tl1e wider 
your opening (smaller F-Stop) , the less depth of field 
(less in focus). In addition, the longer the lens (greater 
tl1e zoom factor), the less depth of field; tl1e wider tl1e 
lens, the greater the depth of field. 

Many fashion photographers strive for as little deptl1 
of field as possible. To achieve this, they use extremely 
long lenses (e.g., lOOOmm) and use as little light as 
possible, forcing UJCm to open tl1e aperture extremely 
wide (e.g., Fl.3). The combination, as you might pre
dict, creates a very small zone of focus, sometimes as 
little as a few inches, thus creating a softening effect tl1at 
works well witl1 more artistic photography. Make sure 
to experiment witl1 your settings before final rendering 
to avoid m1y unnecessmy surplises. Keep in mind tl1at a 
wide aperture means a smaller F-Stop number and a 
decreased focus zone. A small aperture mem1s a larger 
number and a larger area of focus. Also note that a 
background image is not affected by depth of field. 

Figure 2: This image of a front hallway uses a total 
image memory of only 1.13MB. The floor is a variation 
of the rock image and each photograph and texture is 
from PhotoeD. 

and use it for a nice background for text. Or how 
about the bricks or concrete on that building you 
always walk past? Wouldn't that be a nice texture to 
use in LightWave? 

An interesting thing will happen when you begin 
using image technology like this. You'll develop your 
eye even more, paying closer attention to textures sur
faces and light in the real world. And you know that 
creating a 3D computer-generated world that looks 
like the real world is the ultimate goal . 

Many of the functions discussed above relate direct
ly to compositing rather thm1 pure CGI images. Though 
full computer-generated images will always play a huge 
role in the effects world, the exciting new frontier is in 
com positing witl1 live action. You may not believe it, but 
you own an extremely professional and powerful com
positing tool already: LightWave 3D. 

At Amblin Imaging, we have begun inlmersing our
selves in some ve1y involved composite shots over the 
recent months. Though we have expelimented with 1mmy 
otl1er softwm·e pack.1ges, we usually return to LightWave 
for most of our work Like Amblin, it is in your best inter
est to stay as close to the cutting edge as possible witl1 
your abilities. Pick up books on motion picture produc
tion and buy the occasional American Cinematographer 
magazine. Though your interests may not be in photogra
phy, expanding your knowledge of the techniques will 
only enhance your ability to create. 

After graduating from the University of Southern 
California's School of Cinema/Television, john F.K 
Parenteau began his career as a cinematographer 
for motion pictures and television. Discovering 
computer graphics in 1991, he quick6' found the 
versatility of visual design lacking on live action 
sets. Parenteau is currently vice president and gen
eral manager of Amblin Imaging, and one of the dig
ital effects supervisors for sea Quest DSV. 

Results 
Experiment with textures as often as you can , for 

image maps, bump maps, clip maps, etc. Perhaps you 
could mimic a $50,000 ADO (digital video effects 
unit) and use PhotoCD images mapped onto flat poly
gons slowly moving across the screen. If you've seen 
the TV series Viper, you've observed LightWave's pow
erful Fron Proj ection Image Mapping (FPIM) capabil
ities in scenes such as those of the vehicle launching 
a probe out of its back end. Think abo ut using a 
PhotoeD for your next FPIM project. Take a photo of 
the street you live on. Get the PhotoCD image of it and 
bring it into LightWave. Now use front projection 
image mapping to make a dinosaur or spaceship fly 
out from behind a car or building. 

The more you play with aU of LightWave's buttons, 
the more familiar you'll be with what they do, and 
you'll open the doors to creativity, thinking of new 
and exciting ways to ach ieve that look yo u want. 
LightWave is a very powerful 3D program and is con
stantly improving. By adding elements from the real 
world through a process such as PhotoCD technology, 
your animations can become even better. 

Dan Ablan is the president of AGA graphics in 
Chicago. 
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Animation Techniques 
The Walk 

T he human form is appreciably a sophisticat
ed object, and putting it into motion is no 

easy task, unless as an animator you are content with 
any old shuffle. The genuine animated walk is a result 

of identifying and blending a myriad of individual 
movements. Since the act of walking is so familiar to 
us, failed attempts to capture its complexity can be 
rather discouraging. Take some time to go through 
this tutorial and you will discover the basics by giving 
life to a simple collection of polygons. 

Do We Have any Volunteers? 
Enter Modeler so that we can build a simple fig

ure. Referring to Figure 1, proceed to build the six 
different parts, using a separate layer for each. Start 
with the head, using a default size ball with eight 
sides and four segments. Move it up so that the bot
tom point of the ball is on the origin (0,0,0). 

Figure l: A simple figure means fast screen updates. 

Continue adding parts in their natural positions in 
relation to the head. The torso is a slightly modified 

cylinder; upper arm, lower arm, thigh and shin are 
just simple boxes with some tapering. 

Export each part into Layout using the same 
names that I have used. Next, enter Layout and make 
a clone of the upper arm. Enter the XY view and slide 
the original over so that it is in position to form the 
right arm. Do this for the rest of the missing parts so 
that original objects, referred to with "(!) ," are on 
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the figure 's right and clones, referred to with "(2) ," 

are on the left. lf you wish to rename these left and 
right, simply save the objects from layout using the 
appropriate names. 

Next, add two null objects, calling one "Global" 
and the other "Local" (note: you can use the "+" key 

on the numeric keypad to add a null if you are using 
LightWave 3.5). Parent the objects as shown in the 
following table. The Rotate column gives suggested 
rotation restrictions: 

Object Parent Rotate 
Global (none) HPB 
Local Global HPB 
Torso Local PB 
Head Torso HPB 
Upper Arm (1) Torso HPB 
Lower Arm (1) Upper Arm (1) PB 
Upper Arm (2) Torso HPB 
Lower Arm (2) Upper Ann (2) PB 
Thigh (1) Local PB 
Shin (1) Thigh (1) p 

Thigh (2) Local PB 
Shin (2) Thigh (2) p 

Once everything is parented, Figure 2 shows 
where to place these null objects. Also, select Move 
Pivot Point for each object and place them as 
shown. 

Figure 2: How to set up your model in layout. 

by Mark Glaser 

You should now save this group or hierarchy 
setup as a scene. By saving objects set up as a hierar
chy this way you can easily bring them into any scene, 
ready to animate with the Load from Scene button 
in the Objects panel. 

5 Easy Steps 
Enter the ZY or side view. Zoom into or out of the 

view so that our figure is fully visible. Take a look at 

"position 1" in Figure 3. This is where the arms and 
legs should be in terms of rotation at frame I. ln my 
figures, the left arm and leg have been enhanced in 
order to avoid confusion between left and right. The 
heavier outline designates objects that are on the left 
or closer to you. If you wish to set your objects up 
this way, simply go to Modeler and import the left 
parts. Use the bevel tool with some small settings and 
temporarily replace the objects by exporting back to 
layout. Make sure your original objects are saved so 

you can easily use the Replace Object button later. 
Set your keys for the eight objects that make up 

the arms and legs on frame 1 according to position 1 
in Figure 3. Proceed in making keys for all five posi
tions as shown in Figure 3. Remember that at this 
point we are only dealing with the arms and legs. 

When you are finished, go to frame 25 and create 
keys for the arms and legs in the same position as on 

frame 15 except switch left for right. Work backward 
until you set your last keys on frame 40, which match 
those of frame 1. For a looping cycle that doesn 't 
stutter, the keys on 1 and 40 should be identical. 
Simply create keys at 40 using frame 1 as the current 
frame. Before you continue, realize that creating keys 
every five frames is not in any way a rule to follow. 
Although it keeps things simple, remember that the 

elements of most hierarchal animations don't move 
to exact timing. 

If you haven't created a preview by now, do so 
over frames 1 to 39. The first thing you should notice 
when you playback the animation is that the figure 
seems to be dlmgling from the head. This is not good. 
It is here that the null object comes into play. Select 
the "Local" object and restrain its movement for X 



Figure 3: The five easy steps of the bosic animated walk. 

and Z. Go through all the key frames (frames 1, 5, 
10, 15, 20, 25 , 30, 35 and 40) and slide the Local 
null up or down so that at least one foot is firmly 
planted on the "ground" or grid. Look at Figure 3 
again and you will notice the different positions of the 
local "handle" and where the legs make contact. The 
nex t preview yo u make should be somewhat 
improved. 

Weight and Balance 
Switching views to the front, create another pre

view. You should notice that the figure seems stiff and 
unnatural. This is because we have not considered 
weight. Weight is an extremely important item to the 
animator. Evidence that it 's lacking here is our figure, 
while spending most of the time on one leg, isn 't 
falling over. To give it the weight it needs we can have 
it fall right over or have it balance. To get an under
stancling of the two options, stand in front of a mirror 
with your feet slightly apart. Now, while staying rigid 
and perfectly vertical as our figure currently is, lift 
one foot. Hopefully, you put it down again in time. To 
keep from falling you would naturally lean to the 
opposite side to shift your center of gravity over the 
planted leg. Try it in front of the mirror and you will 
catch on to what your figure needs. Using the "Local" 
object, bank the figure appropriately throughout the 
40-frame cycle using the previously established keys. 
You don 't want to make this leaning too extreme. 
Experimenting with tl1e degree of tilt can be one way 
of establishing the identity of a character. Try some 
perspective previews to see how everything is coming 
together. 

At this point you have completed the most basic 
elements of the walk. Of course, there is much more 
tl1at can and should be done. You might not perceive 
these things when they are in place, but if absent, the 
animation won 't quite "feel" right. 

Often referred to as secondary animation , the 
details you add to dress up the basics are what really 
give life to a character. Rehearsing any of these move
ments in front of a mirror can be a great help. 

There are some limits to what you can do, given 
the simplicity of our model, such as the lack of pelvis 
and shoulders. But consider the arms. As the lower 
arm swings back and forth, it should cross slightly in 
front of the body. The an10unt of swing can be used to 
say something about the character. Energetic charac
ters use a larger, faster swing. Phlegmatic (or calm) 
characters would have much less arm movement with 
a slouched head. 

Give the legs some banking or sideways move
ment. As the leg is raised and brought forward , swing 
it out a little, bringing it back in for contact with the 
ground. A character who has a limp would keep most 
of the weight on one leg, with one leg swinging out 
more than the other. 

From A to B 
The simplest way to make your figure actually 

advance while taking steps is to set a beginning and 
ending point using the Global handle. The distance 
between the keys depends on the speed and duration 
of the leg movement. With this approach you will 
always have some slicling occurring between the feet 
and the ground. In some animations it may be ade
quate, such as when the feet are not in view or are 
some distance from the camera. When greater accu
racy is a concern, movement should be piloted using 
the Local handle. This should always be the last step 
in creating a walk because it is based on the way you 
have established the leg motion. 

To use this method, enter the side view and zoom 
in on the feet. Determine which foot is in contact with 
the ground and proceed in creating keys that keep 
this foot stuck to tile ground until the next foot comes 
down. You may want to begin with making keys every 
five frames and add more if any unwanted sliding 
remains. No te that the Global null can be used to 
position your walk cycle anywhere in your animation. 

The most important things you should learn from 
this tutorial are the breakdown positions of the stan
dard walk. You can always refer to Figure 3 to start 
any type of walk. It is always a good starting point that 
you can add to. The simple scene that you have set up 
is also useful for quick and easy motion sketches to 
test ideas for more ambitious projects, such as the 
walking knight on the cover of this issue. Another 
important thing to remember is setting up a hierar
chical figure for animating, keeping in mind strategic 
parenting and the use of null objects. Look for further 
insight into animation techniques in future issues of 
LIVPRO. 

Besides the dismal fact that digital media has de
objectified art, Mark Glaser has no regrets in pur
suing his artistic career with comjJztter graphics. 
He has worked with Light IV ave as a free-lance 
illustrator and as an animator for RoboCop: The 
Series. Mark recently made the big move to 
Hollywood. 

In next montll's issue of LIVPRO, we will wrap up tile year with a technical look at 
raytracing, an end-of-the-year index to past issues and a few otller UghtWave gooclies. 
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Lightwave 1 01 
Course 1 D: Animating with 

T o animate is to bring to life. However, creat
ing li fe is often an incredibly Ja in staking 
process. Just imagine the work involved in 

hand painting thousands upon thousands of cells for 
an animated film. Now imagine a cartoon animator 
only having to paint every other frame of an anima
tion. How about every fifth frame? Evety tenth? Evety 
hundredth'! The labor and time saved would be enor
mous. Now apply this principle to computer anima
tion. Imagine how tedious it would be to keyfrrune the 
camera, evety object, and evety light at evety frame of 
your scene. Thankfully, this is not the case. The com
puter calculates the positions of the components of 
the scene based on their respective keyframes imme
diately preceding and following the current frame. In 
LightWave, interpolati on, as this mechanism is called, 
comes tp us in the form of splines. Certain character
istics attributed to keyframes affect the spl ine and 
determine how the object's position is interpolated. In 
layman 's terms, animating with splines in LightWave is 
not unlike having your own overseas animation 
department:. 

This installment of "LightWave 101 " will cover the 
use of splines in LightWave animations. More specifical
ly, effective use of the Motion Graph and Spline 
Controls will be illustrated, along with the Align to 
Path feature. 

A few words of general advice: add keyframes as 
discriminantlv and strategically as possible. Don't get 
me wrong, I'm not suggesting skimping on keyfrrunes 
in ru1y way. Rather, be waty of ending up with a messy 
rulimation full of unnecessary keyfrrunes. This usually 
occurs when an animator tries to fix a problem in an 
animation by adding extra keyframes rather than first 
trying to adjust those which already exist. With vety 
complex animations involving multiple, interacting 
objects, it may seem easier to "tweak" a motion by 
adding keyfnunes to counteract the negative effects of 
others rather than altering existing keyframes. This 
only serves to further complicate the ru1imation when 
you invariably must go back to make later changes. 
Get enough of this and you may end up with a monitor 
lying in pi eces on the sidewa lk below. Don 't be 
seduced by the dark side ... fix it right the first time. 
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The Motion Graph 
The Motion Graph window is an incredibly helpful 

feature that debuted with the 3.0 release of LightWave. 
It provides LightWave animators with a visual repre
sentation of their animations and allows interactive 
adjustment of an object's, camera's, light's, or bone's 
movement. The main area of the window contains a 
graph which plots movement along the three axes, 
heading, pitch and bru1k ru1gles, object scale along ru1y 
axis, and velocity. Values for the various channels are 
plotted vertically, while time is plotted horizontally. 
Through this interface, one cru1 Add, Delete, Drag, 
Shift and Scale keyfrrunes, and observe visually the 
results of chru1ges made. While you can do all of this 
in the main Layout window, it is often easier to use the 
motion graph controls. Select the motion graph for an 
object, bone, light or camera by selecting the item in 
Layout ru1d clicking on the Motion Graph button or 
by pressi.ng the "m" kev any time you have an item 
selected. Remember that dragging a keyfrrune with the 
left mouse button allows you to move the key up or 
down (except wltile in the Velocity channel) ru1d drag
ging with the right mouse button allows you to move a 
keyfnune right or left. 

Spline Controls 
One of the most useful purposes of the Motion 

Graph is the ability to visualize the effects of Spline 
Controls on a motion path. The Spline Controls 
available in LightWave are Tension, Continuity, 
Bias and Linear. Valid settings for the first three 
controls are -1 to 1, with 0 as the default. Linear 
causes llll object to move directly from the previous 
keyframe directly to the selected keyframe without 
ru1y spline deviation. When Lineru· is selected, it over
rides ail other spline controls from the keyframe on 
which it is selected to the keyframe immediately pre
ceding it. It 's important to note that spline controls 
are still valid to use at a keyframe with Linear select
ed since they can be useful in the path leading to the 
next keyfrrune. 

Tension controls the velocity at which an object 
travels through a keyframe. A negative tension setting 
will cause an object to accelerate through th e 

s 
by Taylor Kurosaki 

Figure l 

keyframe, while a positive tension setting will cause 
an object to slow as it passes through the keyframe, 
then accelerate gradually away from it. A tension set
ting of 1.0 will cause an item to come to a momentaty 
stop at a keyframe. Figure 1 shows the effects of ten
sion on the Velocity of an object. Frame 20 contains a 
tension of 1, while frrune 40 has a tension of- I. 

Continuity affects the smoothness at which the 
keyframe is incorporated into the spline path. With a 
continuity setting of 0, the spline curves fluidly 
through the keyframe. With continuity set to an 
extreme -1, the spline abruptly chru1ges course direct
ly at the keyfrrune, causing an object to alter its direc
tion immediately as it reaches the keyframe. A conti
nuity setting of +I causes the spUne to over-compen
sate before ru1d after the keyframe and "stntter" at the 
keyfrrune. Positive continuity values are generally not 
common, unless continuity is used in combination 
with another spline control. 

Bias allows one to offset the spline curvature 
before or after the keyframe. With a positive setting, 
the object will overshoot the keyframe, while a nega
tive setting will result in a spline path which antici
pates the keyfrrune. 

All these Spline Controls can be altered directly in 
the Motion Graph using the keyboard. Hold the t, c, 
or b key and click and drag right or left to adjust the 
spline by eye, or enter the values numerically by 
clicking the Spline Controls button in the Motion 
Graph or from within Layout. 



Figure 2 

Figure 3 

Follow the B()uncing Ball 
Using Spline Controls is an excellent way to easily 

animate a bouncing ball. Figure 2 shows the spline 
path for the Y Position of a bouncing basketball. To 
reproduce the way the ball slows as it reaches its 
apex, surrendering to gravity, use a Tension setting of 
1 for the keyframe at the top of the bounce (Frames 
0, 40, 80; Figure 2). A tension setting of 1 literally 
causes the ball to stop briefly (for the duration of one 
frame, to be exact) before heading earthward. 
Conversely, to accentuate the force of the ball slam
ming solidly to the ground, use a continuity setting of 
-1 (Frames 20, 60; Figure 2). To keep the ball contin
ually bouncing select an End Behavior o Repeat 
from the Motion Graph. In order to make a smooth 
loop, just make sure the first and last keyframes have 
identical values. Keep in mind, though, that a ball 
would not endlessly bounce unless someone were 
dribbling it, and upon each bounce, the ball would 
not rebound as high. 

Driving Schot)l 
Bias is a useful way to simulate an object with a lot 

of velocity and mass. Ex~unples which come to mind 
are a speedboat or a race car. In these examples, the 
mass of the object, combined with its forward veloci
ty, causes the object to overshoot the keyframe as it 
begins to turn . Use a bias setting of 1 to offset the 

curve in the spline path to after the keyframe. Figure 
3 shows the X position of a race car as it drifts 
around corners, or slides on an icy road. Notice how 
the spline remains nearly straight until after the 
keyframes at frames 20 and 40. Whereas positive bias 
values would be used for a skidding race car, negative 
bias values would be used to simulate a perfectly in
control car. With a bias of -1 , the curve in the spline 
path occurs before the keyframe as the car sets up 
and completes its turn before the keyframe (Figure 
4). In conjunction with bias, Align To Path can be 
used to keep the car's heading aligned with its direc
tion of travel. In the case of the skidding car, a Look
Ahead setting of five to 10 frames accentuates the 
sliding motion. For the in-control car, use a look
ahead value of 1 frame. Note: When using Align To 
Path, the object will reset its heading when it reaches 
the last keyframe, due to the fact that it has no more 
frames to look-ahead to. If you wish to use Align to 
Path and you experience this "last frame resetting," 
you may wish to extend the motion path past the last 
frame you will see in order to keep your object 
aligned. 

Terminal Velocity 
The Velocity channel is an especially useful com

ponent of the Motion Graph. It is an effective way to 

Figure 4 

diagnose and smooth jerky animations in a number of 
ways. Assuming you are trying to produce an anima
tion with a fairly constant velocity, the motion graph 
in Figure 5 would reveal some significant problems. 
Dragging the mouse wh ile holding the right mouse 
button, the spline can be smoothed by spacing keys 
farther apart to lower the velocity or bringing keys 
closer together to raise the velocity. Alternately, ten
sion can be used to raise or lower velocity values to 
smooth the spline. Figure 6 shows the path from 
Figure 5 smoothed out by adjusting tension and slid
ing keyframes. rcleally, however, inconsistent velocity 
values can be averted altogether by establi shing a 
basic velocity by creatin the firs.t and last l(eyframes 

Figure 5 
f your animation first. Keyframes in-between are 

then created subsequently to conform somewhat to 
the original two-keyframe spline. This is easy to do by 
going to the frame you wish and moving the item 
slightly from its original path. The resulting final 

Figure 6 

velocity stays in the neighborhood of the previously 
set values. 

While these are very rudimentary examples of 
spline control use, the principles remain true as you 
tackle more complicated an imations. Character ani
mating, in particular, can be a very frustrating task. 
The Motion Graph becomes indispensable as it allows 
you to smooth out jerky motions visually and interac
tively. In general, however, spline controls enable you 
to create complex motions with Ininimal key-framing. 
Not only does this save time, but it keeps animations 
streamlined and simple. When you find yourself 
working on an animation containing several hundred 
keyframes, you gain a new level of appreciation for 
this fact. Truth be told, shattered CRT tubes are a pain 
to clean up. 

Taylor Kurosaki is a visual effects artist at Amblin 
Imaging. Topic suggestions and comments should 
be sent to his attention at 100 Universal City Plaza, 
Bldg. 447, Universal City, CA 91608, or to jolm 
Gross on-line. 

The Water Surface image in the July issue was credited to John F.K. Parenteau. It was actually done by Greg Teegarden. 
In the September Issue, image descriptions were mixed up in "Metaform Basics" for images 6, 7, 8 and 9. 
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Lens Flare 
Madness 
F or decades, if a director wanted cool lighting 

effects in a film, it took a team of rotoscope 
artists to accomplish it. The glow of a space

shi p engine? Easy. Simply create photographic 
blowups of every frame in the sequence, have the 

roto guy rough out in pencil the glow for each frame, 
then ai rbrush the finished product on acetate and 
photograph it against a light table. Of course, the fin
ished film has to be sent to the optical department to 

be re-composited into the original footage . 
These days, we just press the "lens flare" button. 

The history of LightWave's lens flare effect dates back 
to 1992, when Ron Thornton felt it would be an 

important feature in the production of the original 
Babylon 5 pilot. Although it certainly helped con
tribute to the expensive look of the effects, the early 
lens flares required a lot of tedious envelope setting 
and manipulation. With the release of version 3.5, 

the lens flare now has a multitude of features that 
make it easier to use than ever. 

Up and Down 
Back in the early years, lens flares were simple, 

additive effects layered over the entire image after it 
was rendered. If we wanted a lens flare to go behind 
an object, it was necessary to carefully examine the 

scene frame by frame to determine when the flare 
should be obscured. Ar envelope then had to be 
created that ramp_££! the flare up and doll'n over the 
appropriate frames . 

Now you can press the '·fade behind obje_cts' 
button in the lens flare menu and it's completed for 
you. When this is active, LightWave will figure out 
what objects are between the camera and the lens 
flare and ramp them automatically. However, cir
cumstances may arise when this is undesirable: a 
lens flare should show through the base of a light
beam, or a transparent or gaseous object. In this 
case, by clicking off rhe "cas! shadow" option , the 
lens flare will be instructed not to fade behind the 
desired object. If the object needs to cast shadows, 
you may need tO resort to the old-fashioned method 
of hand-ramping a flare . 

The biggest lens flare complaint has always been 
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Figure l: The damaged Narn cruiser from Babylon 5. 
Perfectionists may wont to create envelopes to make 
each flare shimmer a little to add realism. 

the need to manually adjust the size of flares that 
move to and from the camera. Thanks to the new 
"fade-in distance" feature, this tedious enveloping is 

now a thing of the past. 
To use this feann·e, set up a flru·e as you would nor

mally. Give it a size you feel would be appropriate 
based on the effect and the flare's current distance 
from the camera ru1d then type that distance into the 
flare's "nominal distance" box. Don't wony if you're 
having trouble figuring out the clistance. Just type in 
ru1y number ru1d adjust either it or the flare size until 
the clistru1ce is correct. Once the flare looks fine, you 
won 't have to worry about it again : LightWave will 

increase luld decrease the size to maintain your set
tings whenever the flru·e (Oi'the object it 's parenteOTo) 
is moved closer to or further from the camera. 

The ··fade-in fog" button has a similar effect, but obvi
ously only works when fog is U1rned on. Once the flru·e 

has reached tl1e maximum clistru1ce of tl1e fog, tl1e flru·e 
will be completely ramped down. I find tl1at dissolving tl1e 
flru·e out witl1 lUJ envelope can help or even replace this 
effect when necessmy. Agltin , using tl1e exmnple of the 
engine exhaust, tl1e flm·e would apperu· to shrink inside 
tl1e engine object if fade-in fog was utilized. This would 
look wrong, while clissolving the flru·e out as tl1e object 
clissolves into tl1e fog would apperu· more nanmil. I would 
recommend fade with dist:mce and a simple clissolvc 
em·clope..on the flare instead of using faaeJn fog at all. 

by Mojo 

Putting On the Squeeze 
"Anamorphic squeeze" and "anamorp hi c 

streaks" mimic the look of photographing a bright 
light source with a wide-screen movie lens. When a 
wide-screen movie is made, the lens scrunches up 

all the information and the resulting image on the 
film is actually stretched vertically. The projector is 
fitted with a sort of "anti-lens" that stretches the 
image horizontally to correct it and fill a wide 
screen. Since lens flares are actually created by the 

lens itself and not in the scene, they end up being 
round on the finished anamorphic film. It is the 
expanding of the image when it is projected that 
gives this flare its ovalic shape. The blue streaks are 
simply an odd characteristic created by the lens. 

Given this information, if realism is important to 

your animati~ anamorphic options should 
only b used in letterbo mod.e (or when composit

ing lens flares into existing anamorphically shot 
footage). Sure, few movie watchers know the whys 
and wheres about anamorphic lens flares, but these 
effects are never seen on anything other than big
screen movies (TV shows never have them since 
they are not shot with anamorphic lenses). In addi
tion, they should only be used to simulate lens flares 
from bright light sources, such as flashlights or air
craft lights, and not effects (like engine exhausts). 
Of course, this only applies when realism is a 
goal-there really are no laws when all you want to 

do is make stuff look cool. 

Tricks of the Trade 
Headlights, engine exhausts, laser beams, explo

sions-these are some of the more obvious lens 
flare applications used by just about evetyone who 
owns LightWave. However, after using it almost every 
day for the last several years, some of us old timers 
have come up with a few neat lens flare tricks that 
we feel cm1 now be passed down to the young folks. 

Ever want to rotate a lens fla re? On a few occa· 
sions I have needed to make those neat ethereal 
streaks spin around in a heavenly fashion . The only 
way to accomplish this is to put a lens flare on a 
polygon and physically rotate it. You'll need to ren-



Figure 1 A: Although not necessary, using point lights for 
lens flares helps you keep track of what's what, since 
point lights look like lens flares. 

der a flare and save the RGB file to map onto a 
polygon. Make sure the flare is relatively small 
(maybe 60 percent) to keep the edges of the screen 
completely black, si nce you'll need to use this 
image as a transparency map as well. Unless the 
edges of the map are completely black, the edges of 
the polygon will be visible (use negative image for 
the transparency map) . If the flare will get close to 
the camera or fill the screen , you will probably 
have to render the image as either high-resolution 
or print-resolution to avoid jagged edges in the 
flare streaks (for very pronounced streaks, make 
the light color zero and increase the size of the 
flare). This technique was used to create the 
Switcher 's popular "flashbulb " effect, in which 
(you guessed it) a len flare quickly spins into and 
out from the camera. This trick may also be desired 
to rotate the points of a star-filter lens flare. 

When lens flares get big, it becomes much easi
er to se thmugh them. This is a nuisance when try
ing to cover up a large area with a flare (such as an 
engine exhaust) and you always end up with an 
uncontrollably huge glow. How do you fix it? 
Double up your flares. Two flares in the same space 
can be controlled to create a strong center with a 
soft, manageable glow and not be too large. 

One flare needs to be designated the hot spot 
(usually white) and the other serves as the outer 
glow (providing color). The hot spot should general
ly be about half the size of the outer glow and dis
solved out as much as 50 percent. (The outer flare 
will add to the central one and bring up the apparent 
intensity-two 100 percent flares would create a 
flare with a 200 percent center and appear much too 
strong.) I usually turn off every flare effect except 
central glow-the deletion of especially the random 
streaks option creates a much softer, generally more 
pleasing effect. Also, remember that the incredibly 

Figure 2: A spectacular image to be sure, yet somehow 
devoid of a certain something. 

useful Lightswarm macro allows for the creation of 
double flares, so use it to save time when creating 
multiple sets of flares with similar attributes. 

An incredibly cool, although time-consuming, 
lens flare effect is the heat fissure. By lining up 
dozens of low-intensity flares in close proximity, 
you can simulate a hot , glowin g tea r, weld ing 
streak, lava flow and many others. The idea is to 
put so many flares next to each other that they lose 
their circular shape and blend into one another, 
appearing to become a straight (or curved) line of 
light. Figure 1 shows a scene from Babylon 5 in 
which a damaged Narn cruiser has just been hit by 
an energy weapon. I wanted the metal to appear 
burning hot and knew the best way to do that was to 
line the damaged area with enough flares to simu
late the effect. Since more than 100 fl ares were 
needed for the shot, the Lightswarm macro quickly 
became my best friend . 

In Modeler, I isolated the points around the dam
aged polygon and copied them to another layer 
(Figure lA). Using the drag points tool with the grid 
snap off, I positioned them to be more or less 
equidistant from one another. I then ran the 
Lightswarm macro ru1d guessed at a lens flare setting. 
The key is to make the flares just large enough to 
cover the edge of the object. 

The first rendering showed that the flru·e size was 
good, but individual circles were still apparent. This 
meant more flares. Back in Modeler, I added close to 
double the number of points I started with and ran 
another Lightswarm. This time the circles disappeared 
but the huge number of flares adding to each other cre
ated a center line that was too hot, so I had to re-run 
Lightswru·m and ivc all the flm:cs a 30 percent ltissolve. 

This procedure worked great. Then came the 
tough part-manually giving over J.OO flares proper 
fad e with distan ce parameters since Lightswarm 

Figure 2A: Ah! Lens flares over the glowing panels do 
just the trick. What panache! 

doesn 't incorporate new features yet. Also impor
tant was making sure that only a few flares had light 
intensities. A nice orange haze over the surface of 
the ship was important for realism, but only a few 
evenly spaced lights with falloff were necessary. 
Absent-mindedly leaving effects flares with 100 per
cent light intensities is a common mistake, so keep 
an eye out for it. 

The entire effect took perhaps half a day to get 
right, yet the results are clearly worth it. Always test 
out your effects with just a few flares to get a ball
park idea of how many you 'II need and what their 
settings will be. This will save you a lot of rendering 
time and mean fewer visits to Lightswarm. 

Believe it or not , lens flares can create subtle 
effects as well. My favorite is to place a dissolved 
flare (about 40 percent with outer glow only) over a 
visible lightsource or window. Figure 2 shows sever
al luminous slits in a futuristic building's hatchway. 
However, Figure 2A displays the same slits with sev
eral lens flares placed over them; the result is much 
prettier and effective. The look is quite similar to 
photographing a scene with a fog filter and takes the 
harshness off a flat , luminous polygon . L:s this to 
add just a touch Qjjja!is to any scBne .. 

I hope this gives some food for thought to all you 
flare-crazy animators. Lens flares look great, yet are 
so easy to use that few people give any thought to 
when they should be used. Like any other special 
effect, restraint is the key. After your lOth shot of a 
flare-encrusted UFO, the novelty begins to wear off. 
Use flares to add a little zest to your scene-not to 
hide poor modeling. If your shot doesn 't look good 
without lens !lares, you need to brush up on some 
other skills before you hit that oh-so-tempting button. 

Mojo has a thing for engine exhausts. 

This month's ctisk includes slUllples of Grant Boucher's ADProConvert.Rexx progrlUll, scene files from 
Glen Miller's "Yonr Friend the Null" and Ken Stranahan's "Metaform Magic" project file from last 
lssue. Scene and object files from this month's issue and modeler patch to fix some bugs in Modeler 
3.5 are also included. To order your L\VPRO six-disk subscription, call toll-free l-800-322-2843; 
rates are $30 U.S., $40 Canada/Mexico and $50 overseas. 
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And the Winner 
• 
IS ••• 
0 ne of the big advantages of being at Amblin 

Imaging is the fact that we are one of the 
premiere beta test sites for LightWave. 

Because of this, we get to try out new features before 
they are released to the general public, and we get to 
moan and groan over bugs that you, the reader, have 
never even heard about. With LightWave 4.0 prepar
ing for release on multiple platforms, we have been 
beta-testing numerous versions of ScreamerNet 
(LightWave's render-only engine) on the wide variety 
of CPUs now becoming available to the LightWave 
animator. 

After having passed these benchmarks on to vari
ous hardware vendors to spur on the "spirit of com
petition," we at LWPRO thought our loyal readership 
might want to see how their current system stacks up, 
as well as take a peek at what juicy render engines are 
lurking in the future. 

Availability 
Only the MIPS version of the ScreamerNet render 

kernel is generally available to the public at the time 
of this writing. Contact NewTek directly about possi
ble availability of the render kernels mentioned in 
this article. However, assume that as LightWave and 
Modeler 4.0 are made available around December 
1994 for these CPUs, so should the Screamer'let 
modules. 

Your Mileage May Vary 
While all of these render kernels behaved flawless

ly in our tests and we believe these versions to be sta
ble and truly representative of LightWave's behavior 
across these computer systems, programmers Allen 
Hastings and Stuart Ferguson are adding new features 
daily. Compilers, features and optimizations will surely 
change the behavior of LightWave substantially by the 
time of formal release. While I believe that these 
changes should affect all systems relatively equally, 
variations must be expected. 

Note also that the benchmark times for all CPUs 
except the 68040 include the time it takes for the 
ScreamerNet render node to return the rendered 
image to the host Amiga. LightWave 4.0, running native 
on these CPUs, will certainly not have tllis added delay. 
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by Grant Boucher 

CPU 

I 

M68040 MIPSR4400 MIPS R4600 DEC Alpha 

MHz 28 100 133 275 

I 

Render Time 
RenderTestTypical 3460s 1036s 654s r 409s 

RenderTestNastiest 4944s 1594s 846s 
I 

353s 

040 Time Com[)arison l RenderTestTypical l.Ox 3.3x 5.3x 8.5x 

RenderTestNastiest I. Ox 3.lx 5.8x 14.0x 
I 

Benchmarks of popular CPUs (dolo in seconds and ratio to 68040) 

Updates 
As the pace of hardware development escalates 

(don 't you love it?) , we will certainly update these bench
marks as needed here in LWPRO. This data is valid only 
for this test , of course, so if you have any special 
requests, wtite us or send e-mail. 

Scenes Tested 
I chose two exmnple scenes of my own design for my 

benclunm·ks, based on a number of factors. 111e first ded
sion I made was to create two scenes. One would be a 
nightm<u·e for floating-point intensive rendetings like those 
involving ray-traced shadows, reflection m1d refraction 
(RenderTestNastiest) . Tilis smnple scene, included on tllis 
month 's L WPRO disk, takes a plm1e of polygons and sends 
them tlu·ough a tipple displacement map. TI1e plane has a 
glass sutface, m1d I tum on ray-trace refraction, reflection, 
and shadows in tl1e Camera p<mel. It may not be pretty 
(see illustration in color pages) , but it proved to be an 
excellent "worst-case scenatio." 

My other scene (RenderTestTypical) should have just 
tested just tl1e integer side of tl1ese CPUs, using a typical 
LightWave rendering. However, I chose a typical 
seaQuest scene (the EVA suit walking at the bottom of 
tl1e ocem1, from the first season episode "Abalon") with 
ray-traced shadows on. I chose to ray-trace the shadows 
because I believe that tllis scene represents a real-world 
benclumu·k. Your best and most professional work most 
likely has shadows in it, so I felt tllis benchmark truly 
represented tl1e day-to-day work of a Jm·ge mnount of the 
LIVPRO readership. 

I chose not to use tl1e Texture Exmnples scene (a typical 

benchmm·k scene) because tl1e newer render engines ren
der such i.Inages so fast, it takes longer to u:msfer the inmge 
across Screan1erNet than to render tl1em. 

CPUs tested 
Motorola 68040-The standard for today's 

LightWave animator comes in 28MHz, 33MHz, and 
40MHz varieties from mlmy Amiga tllird-pat'ty develop
ers. Our tests were with Progressive Periphentls lUld RCS 
68040 accelerators running at 28MHz. 

Note: U you are using a stock 68040 Amiga 4000, you 
should realize that the lack of burst <Uld cached RAM on 
your machine melUJS that these tllird-pmty accelerators 
render anywhere from 75-100 percent faster thm1 an 
Amiga 4000. Adjust the 68040 benchmarks below 
accordingly if you have m1 A4000. l chose not to follow 
tl1e lead of most hardwlu·e vendors who use tl1e A4000 as 
a benclunm·k to inflate their system's rendering ability. 
feel tl1at the A4000 is a cri[Jpled 630!10-based maclline 
lmd not the LightWave-community professional stmldat·d. 

MIPS Teclmology R4400 m1d R4600-These are the 
san1e CPUs used in tl1e populm· lndy lUld Indigo lines of 
computers from Silicon Grapllics, the Raptor series of 
LightWave render engines from DeskStation and the 
ShaBLAMM! PC accelerator cards from ShaBLAMM! 
Computer Inc. The R4600 is tl1e newer, faster, consumer 
version of tl1e R4400 processor, but is otherwise similat· 
in arcllitecture. 

We will be testing the ShaBLAMM! and the SGI 1J1dy in 
the near funu·e, but for now, assume tlutt similar proces
sor m1d MHz ratings provide comparable render results. 
While the ShaBLAM.M! m1d tl1e Raptors use CPU caches to 

see And the Winner is ... , page 18 



Reader Speak 
Subscribers' Questions and Comments 

T his montl1's Reader Speak takes a look at some of 
ilie LightWave questions in tl1e queue ... 

Q: I've been finding your newsletter to be 
extremely useful. You've answered a lot of questions for 
me. I especially appreciated ilie articles on macros, but 
really, every issue has been full of tenific inf01mation. 

One tlling I wish I could learn more about is UJC use of 
fog. I've never been able to get it to work. When l use it, it 
blocks out ilie whole scene, except for some lights tl1at are 
aimed into ilie camera (with Intensity set high enough) . 

A question you might ~~so deal with is how fast differ
ent systems are at rendering tl1e same scene. 1 have a 
2000 1viili an 030 (33MHz) and 12MB of RAM. A scene 
with a few objects, iliree or four lights, bump maps, 
smootlting on ~md some Slllface mapping takes about 40 
minutes to render per li-:m1e. If I add Motion Blur or go 
to Low anti alias instead of none, it might take an hour and 
20 minutes. If we did exactly ilie same tiling on a 4000 
1viili an 040 or a "Warp Engine," how much time would I 
save per fuune? Lastly, why is it tlmt when you create an 
envelope for a light iliat has Lens Flare on, it 1vill never go 
off! l've ttied many times to place a light inside or behind 
an object, and if Lens Flare is on, no matter how opaque 
ilie surface it is behind, no matter if it 's set to absolute 
zero intensity or even negative values (both Intensity and 
Ambient Intensity), it still shows when rendered (tl1e cen
tral glow at least) . Can you help witl1 tllis? 

Pete Wagner 
MinneHA! HAl Studios 
Minneapolis, MN 

A: Hi Pete. It's good to hear fi·01n a fellow Minnesok'Ul again. 
To start wid1, let me cliscuss t!Je system speed tests you 

mention. In tllis issue, Gnmt Boucher runs some tests on 
some of ilie ScreamerNet CPUs tl1at are available (or will 
be soon). We have not mn any official tests on tl1e Warp 
Engine yet, nor on 030 systems. We are including a scene 
tl1at GI<mt used for his "nasty' ' benchmark tests on tllis 
issue's disk. Perhaps some readers 1viti1 ti1ese systems \vill 
petform tiJe tests m1d repmt back. Also expect more cov
erage of speed tests in upcoming issues as more options 
m·e available. 

The otl1er two questions I believe I can help 1viti1. 
Let's talk about fog first. The Fog options (found in ti1e 

Effects panel, Figure 1) have been greatly modified since 
eru·lier versions. LiglllWave 3.5 now includes two types of 
nonlinear fog and Minimum and Maximum Fog 
Amounts (a seaQuest lifesaver). 

It's importmll to realize what's happening when you 
enable fog. First m1d foremost, tunling fog on does not 
automatically create a foggy haze m·otmd your objects. It 
works a little bit differently than that. 

When you enab fog, you are-instructing LightWave to 
·unC ~m object UJC color of lhe fog, depending upon cer
tain parameters that you input in the fog options. Fog 
color cm1 consist of eitl1er a single solid color selected 
1viili the Fog Color requester, or Backdrop Fog, which 
1vill use whatever v~~ues the background is, wheilier it is a 
Background Image, a Solid Backdrop color or a gra
dient color spread (between the Zenith, Sky, Ground 
m1d Nadir colors) . 

·ghtWave wi!Lsy ·tematic~Jv reJl!ace the object's color 
11iti1 ti1 fog color depending upon how ··deep·· the object 
is · n fog. Tllis is where the ntinimum ~md maxinlum dis
tlUJCes as well as the mininJUm and maximum mnounts 
come into play. For all of these disk111ces, it is impottltlll 
to remember ti1at the measurement'> are ;~ways measured 
in units fi·om ilie cmnera. 

For our example, let's take three urns located at an 
increasing distance from the camera. The first urn is 
approximately . 7 meters fi·om ti1e cunera. The second is 
located I meter away m1d ilie tltird is 1.3 meters away. 

Think of fog as a sphere surrotmding the Gunera. If 
we had a Maximum Fog Distance of I. 5 meters, any 
object past tltis measurement would take on 100 percent 
of tl1e fog color. Therefore, if you had a light blue back
ground and a fog color of yellow, m1y objects located far
tiler tlum 1.5 meters from ilie cmnera would be yellow 
regarclless of their previous colors. However, the teal 
J wer of fog \'IOrks when you select Backdrop Fog as 
tite color. With Backdrop Fog, tile object will seem to dis
appem· tl1e further it is in fog w1til it is past tl1e Maximwn 
Fog Distance, where it 1vill become "invisible." Selecting 
a maximum disk111ce of 1.5 meters would place the fog 
just behind the urn farthest from the camera. If you 
choose Show Fog Radius in ti1e Options panel, you will 
see a circle representing the Maximum Fog Distance 
sphere in tl1e tlu·ee orthograpllic views (Figure 2). 

Now, whenever you move tite cunera closer to ti1e tllllS 

by John Gross 

or ilie ums closer to tlte aunera, iliey will appe:u· to "come 
out of d1e fog." Like~vise, an object moving fmther fi·om ilie 
camera 1vill recede into fog. Now you get tl1e idea of how 
undeiWater scenes m·e effectively created. 

The Minimum Fog Distance tells where (in rela
tion to the camera) the fog effect begins. sually tltis is 
left a 0, wllich means it begins right at the camera. For 
certain special effects, you may wmll the fog to begin at 
a distance from the camera. Any object between the 
camera and the Minimum Fog Distance setting will 
take on no fog values. 

The Maximum Fog Distance instructs LightWave 
where to create a total fog effect. As stated above, any 
objects located past tl1e Max setting 1vill take on tile tot.'li 
fog colors. Of course, m1y objects in between tl1e two set
tings 1vill have some value of ilie fog color added to tl1eir 
sutfaces, depending upon tl1eir distm1ce fi·01n tl1e cmnera. 

The an1ount of fog effect at tl1e nlinimum m1d maxi
mum distances was always calculated at 0 percent and 
100 percent, respectively, until LightWave 3.1 added ilie 
ability to deternline how much of tl1e fog effect would be 
calculated at each disk'mce value. The Minimum Fog 
Amount refers to ilie percenk1ge of the fog effect at ilie 
Mininmm Fog Distance. Before tllis ability, it was a com
mon practice for seaQuest lUtimators to use a negative 
Minimum Fog Distm1ce in order to create some "fog" 
tight at tl1e cmnera. Now, inputting a value for MininJUm 
Amount assures tl1at you can be close to objects yet have 
tl1e objects partially obscured in fog (you know, like a 
tlice smoggy day in Los Angeles). 

This image demonstrates a Nonlinear l fog with the maxi
mum distance placed just behind the farthest urn. 
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Figure 1 

Figure 2 

Of course, you can adjust tl1e maximum amount of fog 
to assure tllat objects will never be completely obscured 
by tlle fog color as well. The fog graph shows tl1e an10unt 
of the fog effect dynamically change as you adjust the 
Minimum and Maximum Fog Amount values (try using 
tlle mini-sliders). By creatively adjusting tl1ese values, you 
can achieve a fog that grows ducker tl1e closer you are to 
the can1era and gets less and less tllick as you move away 
from tlle camera (Figure 3) for interesting effects. 

And the Winner is ... 
continued from page 16 

increase speed considerably, you must buy tllis option 
for an Indy. We wil l provide benchmarks for both 
cached and uncached Lndy's in our future tests. 

DEC Alpha 275- Digital Equipment Corporation 's 
Alpha processor has found increased acceptance with 
the Windows/NT operating system. Companies like 
Carrera Computers Inc. :md Aspen Systems make PC
style Alpha-based towers and oilier vendors are privately 
working on even more Alpha macllines. 

And the Winner is ... 
the Alpha! 

Notice how tl1e ratios of tlle processor's render ratios 
remain relatively the same except for the Alpha. That 
14.0 figure is not a typo. It really ray-traces that fast. In 
typical operation I have seen a consistent 10-12x speed 
increase in my favorite, nastiest ailimations. 

The single processor Alpha is only slightly slower 
than two R4600 processors (i .e., Raptor Plus) at typical 
scenes but blows tl1em away at ray-tracing. Because you 
do not have to buy additional RAM for a second proces-
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Figure 3 

Figure 4 

The fog graph also shows you how tl1e different types 
of fog affect the way the fog is applied. Linear fog is even
ly ramped up as you get fmther away. Nonlinear! is a 
bit more realistic looR using an uneven ramp of fog tl1at is 
"tllicker" closer to tl1e camera tlum Linear. Nonlinear 2 
is even tllicker near tlle C.'ll11era. Figure 4 shows side-by
side compaiisons of tl1e different fog types. Also note tl1at 
all of the fog values Cail be enveloped for interesting 
effects (such <L~ fog rolling into town) . 

Now tl1at you know how fog works, I bet you c<m fig
ure out what is happening when you ai'e using it. ChaiJCes 
are you are leaving the default values of fog in place, 
which will give you a Maximum Fog Distance of 1 

meter and a Fog Color of black (0,0,0). Even if you ai'e 
using Backdrop Fog, a !-meter maximum distailce is 
probably a bit small for many scenes. This would cause 
<mytlling past this distailce from the caine111 to take on tl1e 
fog colors, whatever they may be (assuming, of course, 
that you have left your Fog Amount values at their 
defaults). 

So, why ai·en 't your lights showing through tl1e fog? 
Well, first of all, in order to even be able to see tl1e light 
source, you must have Lens Flare selected for tlle lights. 
The Lens F!ai·e panel has defaults of its own (Figure 5) , 
tlle least of which is a little button called Fade In Fog 

sor aild motl1erboai·d, tlle Alpha also costs much less. 
Note tl1at the Amiga version is currently priced at 

$695 (Version 3.5) , but the price will increase to $995 
witl1 tl1e release of Version 4.0. ScreanJCrNet costs tl1e 
same for any of these modules aild ughtWave will be 
released at ail aimounced price of $995 for SG1, MIPS, 
and Windows/NT PC and Alpha. 

The Future 
Witl1 Windows/NT making it simple for <my processor 

to have software available for it (new products are being 
introduced weekly), and the increasing competition 
from hardware vendors, the future looks very bright 
indeed for lightWave render-addicts. 

The Motorola 68060 is due out in Febrmuy 1995 <md 
should be as fast as a single R4400 processor. It also has 
the advantage of being inexpensive, and your existing 
68040 card nlight even be easily upgradeable (contact 
your accelerator manufacntrer). The MIPS cllips have an 
entire lliemrchy of processors at varying MHz ratings, so 
expect faster ru1d faster processors to become available as 

Figure 5 

being deselected. Witl1 tllis button in tl1e default state, any 
lens flare using these settings will not fade in fog, <md 
tl1erefore pokes right tl1rough. 

Along the saine lines is tl1e answer to your last ques
tion. It sounds to me as if you are nlistakenly creating ail 
envelope for ught Intensity, when what you really desire is 
an envelope for the light's Flare Lntensity (Lens Flare 
panel) . These are two clifferent tllings. The Light lntensitv 
determines the an1ount of light that is cast onto other 
objects, while the Flare Intensity determines the bright
nes of tl1e Hare (if <utyl . EitlJCr can be used witllout tl1e 
otl1er. 

If all you wish is to have a flare dim down and disap
pear as it goes behind an object, simply select Fade 
Behind Objects and LightWave will automatically calcu
late this for you . When using Fade Behind Objects, the 
obj ect in front of the flare must hare Cast Shadows 
(Objects pailel) enaWed · ot:de · to calculate when the 
fiare.needs to be-llidden. 

john Gross is the editor ofLWPRO and a supervising 
animatorforAmblin Imaging 

the market demands. Preliminary reports on Intel 's 
Pentium processor (90MHz) give it tlJC srune ntti ng as a 
single R4400 (we'll have Pentium benchmai·ks in a funtre 
ai1icle) aild faster Pentiums are due shortly. As if that 
wasn't enougl1, DEC is working on much faster chip tllat 
may be available by summer. 

I'd also like to be able to provide benclumu·ks on 
LightWave Layout wireframe preview and Modeler 
redraw rates, but tl1at will have to wait for the release of 
LightWave 4.0 .. .1 can't w<tit! 

Grant oucber is a supervising animator for 
Amblin Imaging. He is cnrren.t~p working on CGI 
effects for the Stai' Trek: Voyager pilot. He would like 
to thank Allen. Hastings and Stuart Ferguson for the 
render kernels used in these tests and Phil Hice, 
Amblin's hardware master, for his patience and 
support in getting all of these wonde~ful machines 
up and rendering. Grant can. be reacbed on 
CompuServe at 7423Z,JI4rT'""' 



Warehouse 
A PhotoeD image of a windowsill acts as a 
ctiffusion map for the walls, woodbeams 
and Boors of this warehouse. A PhotoeD 
image of rocks is used as a displacement 
map for the liquid in the tank. 
Copyright 1994 Dan Ablan 

Narn Cruiser 

Building Hatchway 
Lens flares over the glowing panels do just the 
trick. 
G'Of!J'I'ight 199·1 IIOftJ 

The damaged Na rn cruiser from Babylon 5. 
Copyright 1?94 1' 7'/i,\ Consortium. Inc. 
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RfNDfR GRAPHIC~ AllHf ~PffD Of AlPHA 
ON A COBRA AXP 175 WORK~lAliON. 

Mdit'!'" There 's no better way to bu rn graphics 
~ 

ti.~~E-~.,:~'0 in lightWave ™ or other applications . 

Introducing the Carrero 

27 5, the workstation leader 

price and performance. 

and Windows NT™ frame rendering , 

animation, multimedia and 

graphics applications foster 

you've ever seen on the power of a ---

Semiconductor, a Digita l Equipment Corporation 

business. With the blistering performance of on 

Alpha-powered Cobra , you'll generate digital 

images in minutes instead of hours. You' ll get more 

done in a day. Maybe even get home on time for a 

change . And the Cobra AXP 27 5 comes 

in a variety of configurations, loaded with 

built-in PCI SCSI-2 , PCI Ethernet , PC I 

video, PCI and ISA slots, C D-ROM, and 

more. Call or E-mai l us for details. 27 5MHz Alpha ™ processor-one 

of the 64-b it RISC rocket s from Digital I Then get ready for a workstation that really cooks 

G~~~ 
23181 Verdugo Dr , Building 105A, Laguna Hills, CA 92653 • 800-576-7 472 • e-mail CARRERA 1 @DELPHI COM 
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